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Any conference proceedings that result in the publication of a book face the 
challenge of identifying a unifying theme that can be captured under a single title. 
The conference leading to the publication of this book was held at the Victoria 
University of Wellington by the New Zealand Institute of Public Law. The title of 
the conference was 'Property and the Constitution: The Public Dimension of 
Private Property'. This was reduced to 'Property and the Constitution' for the 
publication of the book. For me, this change in title was indicative of a 
fundamental failing of the book; the absence of a unifying theme. 

'Property and the Constitution' could cover various themes. It might indicate a 
discussion of the legal rules governing the power of the State to acquire private 
property and to divest public property. What are the principles governing this 
power? How are they, or should they be, expressed in constitutions? How are such 
constitutional documents, or should they be, interpreted? Alternatively it might 
indicate a more philosophical approach to the terms. Property is capable of various 
meanings. Depending on the discourse, property might be the essential nature of a 
thing (the property, or nature, of X), or it might describe a relationship (X owns 
Y). In the second case, the relationship so described might be of a positive legal 
right (X has a legal right to Y), or of a physical connection more generally (X is in 
possession of Y). The things that constitute property might include land andor 
chattels andor ideas. These questions of the definition necessarily impact on the 
way property is analysed. An equivalent level of complexity exists in the term 
'constitution'. And when the two terms are conjoined, a vast range of complex and 
interesting relationships of property and the State become relevant to the topic. 

What is it, then, that links the chapters of this volume? The subtitle of the 
conference title 'public dimensions of private property', suggested a focus on the 
public regulation of private property. This is an issue capable of sensible 
interrogation. Six of the papers more or less fit this theme: those of Janet McLean, 
Kevin and Susan Gray, Geoffrey Samuel, Gregory Alexander, Alex Frame and 
Michael Robertson. In chapter 1 'Property as Power and Resistance', Janet 
McLean examines the dual and seemingly contradictory roles of property as 'a 
method of conferring authority and as a counterpoise against such authority'(p1). 
Playing with these roles of property, McLean challenges the notion of imperium 
(or governance) being a purely public matter, and dominium (or ownership) being 
a private matter. Using several examples, McLean questions the rigid categories 
used to describe property relations, and raises the prospect that 'hybrid categories 
of property may be useful in thinking about regulation and accountability'. In 
chapter 2 'Private Property and Public Propriety', Kevin and Susan Gray also 
question the categorisation of property into 'public' and 'private'. The notions of 
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'public' and 'private', they argue 'operate . . . continuously across a spectrum in 
which adjacent connotations shade easily into one another'(pl1). They introduce 
the concept of the 'quasi-public dimension of property' to discuss the difficult 
intersection between public and private rights in property. They discuss to good 
effect three modem examples of the public having interests in land traditionally 
categorised as private property: the shopping mall or civic commercial centre, the 
enclosed or gated residential community, and the privatised public service utility. 
In chapter 3 'The Many Dimensions of Property', Geoffiey Samuel draws a 
detailed comparison between two conceptions of property, the Roman and the 
feudal, in order to underpin a discussion of the modem dimensions of property. 
The conclusion of the chapter promised to tie together the many strands of the 
earlier argument. In my opinion, it failed to do this. Instead, it finished ponderously 
with the speculation that, like the concept of 'time', the traditional narrow vision 
of property's possibilities might give way to new 'dimensions'(p62-3). 

In chapter 5 'Constitutionalising Property: Two Experiences, Two Dilemmas', 
Gregory Alexander uses a comparison of the clauses protecting property in the US 
and German Constitutions to explore the different jurisprudential bases for 
property in each legal system. He explains that unlike in the US, the German 
Constitution 'explicitly recognises the social role of property'(p94). Through his 
analysis, Alexander explains a number of different potential social roles of 
property, and ties his discussion back to the theme developed in chapters 1 and 2. 
In chapter 11 'Property and the Treaty of Waitangi: A Tragedy of the 
Commodities?', Alex Frame explores developing concepts of property in the 
colonisation of New Zealand. Frame argues for a new approach to the concept of 
property in New Zealand, one which rejects an increased 'commodification' of 
land through private ownership and 'reconciles rather than divides our principal 
cultures'(p238). Finally, in chapter 12 'Liberal, Democratic and Socialist 
Approaches to the Public Dimensions of Private Property', Michael Robertson 
explains how classical liberalism fails to sufficiently account for the public 
dimensions of private property. He examines how modem liberal, democratic and 
socialist traditions more effectively capture the important public dimension to 
private property without necessarily undermining the rationale of private 
ownership. 

A variety of overlapping themes emerged from reading these 6 chapters against 
each other. McLaren, and Gray and Gray demonstrate that private property has a 
public dimension. Samuel provides an historical perspective, explaining that 
different origins of property reveal a different emphasis on these public and private 
dimensions. Alexander provides a public law perspective, discovering a different 
understanding of the public dimension of private property in the interpretation of 
two national constitutions. Frame challenges the traditional, liberal understanding 
of private property by advocating for a new property jurisprudence in New 
Zealand that better accommodates Maori customary rights. Finally, Robertson 
provides a political theory perspective, outlining the understandings of property 
from classical liberalism to socialism. In a variety of ways, then, each chapter 
draws out the tension between the public and private dimensions of property. 
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The other contributions to the book cover a range of topics that relate to the title 
in various ways. However, no attempt was made, either in an introduction or in the 
chapters themselves, to draw links between them. For this reason I found it hard to 
reconcile publication of the remaining chapters with those just described. The 
grouping of the remaining chapters into sub-themes in what follows is my attempt 
to find a thematic coherence in the volume. 

Three of the remaining chapters could be loosely grouped under the heading 
'The Constitutional Protection of Property Rights'. These chapters assume there is 
a separate private dimension to property. From this premise, they consider whether 
property should be a constitutionally protected right, and if it should be, how this 
protection should be framed. (Note that chapter 5 by Gregory Alexander could also 
fall into this category.) In chapter 4 'Is Property a Human Right?', Jim Harris 
formulates and justifies definitions of 'property' and 'human rights' and concludes 
that property is a human right. This conclusion is, however, highly circumscribed: 
'[Plroperty, in the scale of human well-being, ranks below life, but alongside 
liberty. Nevertheless, the holdings vested in any particular person at any particular 
time are stamped, morally, with a contestable and mutable mix of property-specific 
justice reasons. Only in that presumptive (and weak) sense do I have a human right 
to my possessions'(p87). In chapter 6 'The Constitutional Property Clause: 
Striking a Balance Between Guarantee and Limitation', Andre van der Walt 
examines arguments against the constitutional entrenchment of property rights that 
were prevalent in South Africa in 1993 and 1995 during the drafting of the interim 
and final constitutions. Finally, in chapter 7 'The Human Rights Act (UK) and 
Property Law' Tom Allen provides a detailed doctrinal examination of the impact 
on English property law of European Convention rights, and sections of the 
Human Rights Act (UK). 

Each of these chapters discusses a different doctrinal question: in chapter 4 the 
categorisation of property as a human right, in chapter 6 the merits of 
constitutionalising property rights, and in chapter 7 the impact of human rights 
legislation on property rights. Chapters 6 and 7 relate to discrete doctrinal issues. 
They accept a conventional formal relationship between 'property' and the 
'constitution', and give specific examples of the operation of this formal 
relationship. It is hard to find useful cross-themes to link these chapters to the other 
chapters in the book. 

Two papers are works of moral philosophy. In chapter 8 'Normative Resilience 
of Property', Jeremy Waldron postulates that even though the basis of a property 
right is found to be unjust, there may still be strong normative reasons not to 
disrupt it. These reasons provide a 'normative resilience' to states of affairs that 
are based on an unjust premise. In chapter 9 'Normative Resilience - A  Response 
to Waldron', Maurice Goldsmith provides a direct response to Waldron's concept 
of normative resilience. Using the basic jurisprudential distinction between law 
and morality, he refutes Waldron's claims that normative resilience may be a 
reason to uphold unjustifiable rights. He concludes that 'once we become 
convinced that what is established is seriously wrong, neither some disruption nor 
the dangers of a new entrenchment can provide an irrefutable argument for leaving 
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wrong untouched' (p206). The philosophical points in these papers raise questions 
of a fundamentally different nature to those raised elsewhere in the book. Where 
chapters l ,  2,3,5, 1 1 and 12 might be said to explore the nature of our relationship 
to property (a question of epistemology), Waldron and Goldsmith deal with the 
legitimacy of recognising a continuing relationship to property that is based on an 
unjust premise (a question of morality). 

Although the principles raised in chapters 8 and 9 are not specific to property 
rights, Waldron does at least point out that the concept of normative resilience is 
particularly pertinent to property ownership. This is particularly provocative to 
proponents of Indigenous land rights who advocate for land reform based on the 
injustice of historical dispossession, for it means that great care must be taken in 
altering existing property rights regardless of their underlying justification. This 
discussion links Waldron's piece thematically to two chapters in the volume 
dealing with Indigenous land rights in New Zealand. The first of these is chapter 
10 'A Constitutional Property Settlement Between Ngai Tahu and the New 
Zealand Crown', in which John Dawson describes the unique land agreement 
being settled between the New Zealand Crown and the Ngai Tahu tribe of southern 
New Zealand. The second is chapter 11 by Alex Frame discussed above. 

When a book has a clear and coherent theme, contributions can talk through, 
about and around the theme in such a way that the collection has a strength of its 
own, regardless of the quality of individual pieces. Property and the Constitution 
lacked such a clear theme. Only half of the 12 chapters relate to a coherent theme. 
The rest address disparate issues surrounding the concepts of 'property' and 
'constitution' using different methods of analysis and various theoretical 
perspectives. They can be grouped into sub-themes as I have done in this review, 
but their compilation into a book titled 'Property and the Constitution' remains 
largely incongruous. If, as I suggest, there is no adequate unifying theme to the 
volume, what is the point of the collection? It is not a particularly good source text 
because the volume does not cover a single issue in depth. It is not a good 
theoretical text because there is no attempt to develop a theoretical coherence 
between the contributions, and in any case, many of the chapters are purely 
doctrinal. It seems that the mere presence a group of papers from an international 
conference has provided the justification for the volume. Is this enough? 
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